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EAST59TH, NEW YORK 
COMES TO LEEDS

Occupying a prime site across the rooftop 

space in Victoria Gate, Manhattan-style rooftop 

bar and grill, East59TH boasts a US-inspired 

food menu overseen by Executive Chef 

Lee Murdoch.

East59TH is set to become Leeds’ most 

glamorous new destination; all-day grill, bar 

and rooftop terrace, with striking city views, 

live music and decadent weekend brunches. 

Its covered and heated terrace will be the 

city’s new favourite spot for al fresco dining.

Taking inspiration from New York’s vibrant 

nightlife, East59TH includes distinct restaurant 

and bar spaces with bold interiors that are 

expression of a beautiful mix of urban culture 

and New York Street grittiness.
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BAR

A hive of buzzing activity, with a fully loaded 

cocktail list and a scrumptious snack menu, 

East59TH is the ideal place to host a party, a 

night out with friends, a corporate occasion or 

launch event. Dedicated sofas and areas can 

be hired accordingly to group size.

The stylish open-plan restaurant is the ideal 

venue for large groups or smaller parties.

The restaurant overlooks the terrace with wide 

views across the rooftops of Leeds.

Capacities

Up to 60 guests 
Restaurant, seated

Up to 30 guests 
Bar, standing

RESTAURANT GROUPS  
& BAR PARTIES
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Boasting a stunning terrace, the whole venue 

at East59TH can be hired exclusively for 

those larger scale celebrations. We are able 

to cater for any style of event, from corporate 

entertaining to late night parties with a bang!

Whether you wish to transform and theme the 

venue or keep East’s sleek funky minimalistic 

feel, our dedicated Event Manager will assist 

you from concept through to the event itself.

Capacities

70 guests
Seated brunch, lunch and dinner

150 guests
Standing

PRIVATE PARTIES

RESTAURANT

TERRACE
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EXECUTIVE CHEF LEE MURDOCH
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